DEBT MEAT DEAD MATE

2 comics by Liam, Ari & Sergio
Debt Meat

Somewhere on a distant planet...

Gimme the ship or everyone dies?

I-I'm just trying to have a picnic with my family.

You know what?

You and your family can rot in hell.
BECAUSE I NEED THAT GODDAMNED SHIP
TOUM TOUM TOUM TOUM

How do I Start this goddamn thing?
Come on....

Start, dammit!

KER-SLAM

Hey, I'm flying.
Fuck, I'm losing control

Fucking debt collectors...

Today's just not my day...
Ka-Rash

Don't move!

Hey, come on... I was going to pay you back some day...
LATER...

Whooza?

Wuzzza?

Number 43, time to fight

BZZZZT

Whoaah...!
You all know why you're here. You're the scum of this planet, but will finally be useful for something. You'll pay your debts back one way or another.

BEGIN FIGHTING?

RAAAUUUUU
Click - Click

Huh???

Oh fuck

I forgot to reload

OOF
Looks like Trogdor is winding up for his final punch. This might be the end for our newcomer.

THWACK

LATER... Fuck I hate sweeping up these arenas. This one barely lasted 30 seconds.
At least they're going to good use

TRASH →

BONE DE FLESHER  MEAT GRINDER  CANNER

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT'S NOT HAM
DEAD MATE

Deep in the bowels of an underground laboratory...

BWAHAHA!

After all these months, my work is complete!

BRACKA-THOOM!

Arise!

Arise from your deadly slumber, my child.
Who are you? ...Where am I?

I am Professor T, and you are in my laboratory.

I saw your fight when it first screened all those years ago, and I thought "You know what? This kid really could be the greatest fighter in the world... If only he had an auto-reloading gun."

Since then, I've worked tirelessly to revive you... and have finally succeeded.

[BWAHAHAHAHA]
However, there was one slight complication...

What?! What is it? Have you ruined my regal good looks?

Er, no. Just look down.

GAARGH!

But Prof, what is it?

Well, to bring you back, I had to use multiple sources, as there wasn’t enough of your original body left.
As a result, there are some... impurities in your current form.

It also means that you have some siblings... come? you should meet them.

Some... can barely be considered to be your brethren.

While others are at least closer.
I have selected some of the best of them for you to fight against, to make sure that you are truly the one I seek.

But I-

It's either that, or die now. I guess I have no choice.

Sleep here. You'll need lots of energy for tomorrow... when you fight for your life?
THE NEXT DAY...

"OK here's the first match of the day.
Number 43 vs Number 280 - Go!"

W W-W-WHAT ARE YOU??

ΔΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ

ΔΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
Hey what's goin' on??

Get away from there!

KER-SNAP!
Well, looks like both of contestants today are dead... what a disappointing result!

Join us next week at Prof T's labs for another exciting matchup.

Ah- A failure? Just like all the others?

SIGH

Maybe some day.